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CiviLization

Raherka and Mersankh: Writing was among the defining features of civitizations almost everywhere. In ancient
Egyptian civiLization, the scribes who possessed this skitt enjoyed both sociaL prestige and politicat inftuence. This
famous statue shows Raherka, the chief of the scribes during Egypt's Fifth Dynasty (about z35o a.c.r.), in an affec-
tionate pose with his wife, Mersankh. (R6union des Mus€es Narionaux/Arr Resource. Ny)

f irst(;rilizations
Cities, States, and unequal Societies

35oo B.C.E.-5OO B.C.E.

"Over too rniles of wilderness, deep exploration into pristine
lands, the solitr"rde of backcountry camping, .1 X 4 trails, and ancient
Atrrerican lrrdian rock art and ruins.You cant find a better way to
escape civilization!"' So goes an advertisement for a vacation in Utaht
Canyonlands National Park, one of thousands of similar attemprs to
lure apparently constrained, beleaguered, and "civilized" ciry-dwellers
into the spacious freedorn of the wild and the imagined simplicity of
earlier tinres.This urge to "escape fronr civilization" has long been
a central feature in nrodern life. It is a nrajor therue in MarkTwaint
fanrous novel The Aduc,ttures ttf Hucklebcrry Finn,tn which the restless

and rebellious Huck resists all efforts to "sivilize" him by fleeing to the
freedonr of life on the river. It is a large part of the "cowboy" image in
Anrerican culture, and it pernreates environmentalist efforts to protect
the renraining wilderness areas of the country. Nor has this inrpulse
been linrited to ntodern societies and the'Western world.The ancient
Chinese teachers of l)aoisnr likewise urged their followers to aban-
don the structured and denranding world of urban and civilized life
and to iruurerse theurselves in the eternal patterns of the natural
order. It is a strange paradox that we count the creation of civiliza-
tion among the nrajor achievenrents of humankind and yet people
within these civilizations have often sought to escape the constraints,
artificialiry hierarchies, and other discontents of ciry living.

wHAT EXACTLy AlrE THESE crvu.lzATroNs that have generated
such ambivalent responses anloltg therr inhabitants? When, where,www.gl
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86 PART 1 / FIRST THINGS FIRST: BEGINNINGS lN HISTORY, TO 5oo B.c.E.

and how did they first arise in human history? What changes did they bring to the

people who lived within thenr? Why nright some people criticize or seek to escape

from them? These are the issues addressed in this chapter.

As historians conrnronly use the terrn, civilization represents a new and partic-

ular type of hurnan society, nrade possible by the immense productiviry of the

Agricultural Revolution. Such societies encompassed far larger populations than

any earlier fonn of human conlnlunity and for the first time concentrated some of
those people in sizable cities, numbering in the rnany tens of thousands. In these

cities, people were organized and controlled by powerful states whose leaders could

use force to conrpel obedience. Profound differences in econornic function, skill,

wealth, and status sharply divided the people of civilizations, nraking thenr far less

equal, and subject to tnuch greater oppression, than had been the case in earlier

agricultural villages, pastoral societies, and chieftlonrs. Pyranids, temples, palaces,

elaborate sculptures, written literature, complex calendars, as well as class, slavery,

patriarchy, and large-scale wafare-all of these have been anrong the cultural

products oI civilization.

Something New: The Emergence of Civilizations
Like agriculture, civilization was a global phenonrenotr, showing up independently

in six rnajor locations scattered around the world during the several millennia after

3joo B.c.E. and in a nunrber of other srtraller expressions as well (see Map 3.I).At
the time, these breakthroughs to a new way of life were sttrall islands of innovation

in a sea of people living in rnuch older ways. ln the long run of human history how-

ever, civilizations gradually absorbed, overran, or displaced people practicing other

ways of living. Over the next i,ooo years, civilization, as a unique kind of human

conl.nuniry gradually encornpassed ever-larger nunrbers ofpeople and extended over

ever-larger territories, even as particular civilizations rose, fell, revived, and changed.

Introducing the F irst Ciuiliz ations

The earliest of these civilizations emerged around 35oo lJ.Cl.E. to 3ooo g.c.s. in three

places. One was the "cradle" of Middle Eastern civilization, expressed in the many

and competing ciry-states of Sumer in southern Mesopotamia (located in present-

day lraq). Much studied by archeologists and historians, Sumerian civilization gave

rise to the worldt earliest written language, which was used initially by ollicials to

record the goods received by various temples. Almost simultaneously, the Nile

River valley in northeastern Africa witnessed the etnergence of Egyptian civiliza-

tion, farnous for its pharaohs and pyranrids, as well xs a separate civilization known

as Nubia, farther south along the Nile. Unlike the city-states of Sumer, Egyptian

civilization took shape as a unified territorial state in which cities were rather less

prorninent. Later in this chapter, we will explore these two First Civilizations in

sreater detail.

I Change
When and where did the
First Civilizations
emerge?
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Less well known and only recenrly investigated by scholars was a third early
civilization that was developing along the central coasr of Peru fronr rougtrly

3ooo B.c.E. to r8oo B.c.E., at about the same time as the civilizations of Egypt and
Sumer.This desert region received very little rainfall, but it was punctuated by dozens

of rivers that brought the snowmelt of the adjacentAndes Mountains to the Pacific
Ocean. Along a thirty-nrile stretch of that coast and in the near\ interior, a series of
sone r,vventy-five urban centers emerged in an area known as Norte Chico, the
largest of which was caral, in the Supe River valley. In Norre chico, archeologists
have found nlonunental architecture in the form of earthen platform urounds, one
of them measuring 6o feet tall and 5oo feet long, as well as large public cerenronial
structures, stone buildings with residential apartnlents, and other signs of urban life.

Norte Chico was a distinctive civilization in many ways. Its cities were smaller
than those of Mesopotamia and show less evidence of economic specialization.The
econonry was based to an unusual degree on an extrenrely rich fishing industry in
anchovies and sardines along the coast.These itenrs apparently were exchanged for
cotton, essential for fishing nets, as well as food crops such as squash, beans, and
guava, all of which were grown by inland people in the river valleys using irriga-
tion agriculture. Unlike Egypt and Mesopotamia, Peruvian civilization did not rest
upon grain-based farrning; the people of Norte chico did not develop porrery or
writing; and fbw sculptures, carvings, or drawings have been uncovered so far.
Archeologists have, however, found a J,ooo-year-old quipu (a series of knotted
cords, later used extensively by the lnca for accountir.rg purposes), which some
scholars have suggested may have been an alternative form of writing.
Furthernrore, the cities of Norte Chico lacked defensive walls, and archeologists
have discovered little evidence of warfare, such as burned buildings and mutilated
corpses. It was also an unusually self-contained civilization. Whereas Egypt and
Mesopotanria had long interacted with each other, the only import fronr the out-
side world evident in Norte chico, or in Andean civilization generally, was maize
(corn), which was derived ultinrately from Mesoanrerica, though without direct
contact between the two regions. Norte Chico apparently "lighted a cultural fire" in
the Andes and established a pattern for the many Andean civilizations that followed-
Chavin, Moche, Nazca, and, nruch later, the Inca.'

Sontewhat later, three additional First Civilizations nrade their appearance. In
the Indus and Saraswati river valleys of what is now Pakistan, a remarkable cllliza-
tion arose during the third millennium n.c.r. By 2ooo ts.c.E., it ernbraced a far
larger area than Mesopotanria, Egypt, or coastal Peru and was expressed primarily
in its elaborately planned cities. All across this huge area, about twice the size of
Texas, coutttton patterns prevailed: standardized weights, nleasures, architectural
sryles, even the size of bricks. As elsewhere, irrigated agriculture provided the eco-
nomic foundation for the civilization, and a written language, thus far undeci-
phered, provides evidence ofa literate culture.

Unlike its Middle Eastern counterparts, the IndusValley civilization apparently
generated uo palaces, ternples, elaborate graves, kings, or warrior classes. Ip short,
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Map 3.r First Civilizations
Six First Civilizations emerged independently in locations scattered across the planet, all within a few thousand years, from 35oo to looo B.c.E.
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the archeological evidence provides little indication of a political hierarchy or cen-

tralized state. This absence of evidence has sent scholars scrambling to provide an

explanation for the obvious specialization, coordination, and complexity that the

IndusValley civilization exhibited. A series of small republics, rule by priests, an early

forrl of the caste systenl-all of these have been suggested as alternative mech-

anisms of integration in this first SouthAsian civilization.Although no one knows

for sure, the possibility that the IndusValley may have housed a sophisticated civiliza-

tion without a correspondinll state has excited the imagination of scholars. (SeeVisual

Sources: IndusValley Civilization, pp. tz6-3t.)
Whatever its organization, the local environmental impact of the Indus Valley

civilization, as in many others, was healy and eventually undermined its ecological

foundations. Repeated irrigation increased the amount of salt in the soil and low-

ered crop yields.The making of mud bricks, dried in ovens, required an enormous

anlount of wood for fuel, generating large-scale deforestation and soil erosion. As a

result, these magnificent cities were abandoned by about t 7oo II.C.E. and largely for-

gotten thereafter. Nonetheless, nlany features of this early civilization-ceremonial
bathing, ritual burning, yoga positions, bulls and elephants as religious symbols, sryles

of clothing andjewelry-continued to nourish the later classical civilization of the

Indian subcontinent and in fact persist into the present.3

The early civilization of China, dating to perhaps 22oo ll.c.E., was very differ-

ent from that of the IndusValley.The ideal of a centralized state was evident from

the days of the Xia dynasry (zzoo-1766 B.c.E.), whose legendary monarch'Wu

organized flood control projects that "mastered the waters and made them to flow

in great channels." Subsequent dynasties-the Shang (t766-trzz n.c.r.) and the

Zhou (ttzz-256 n.c.r.)-substantially enlarged the Chinese state, erected lavish

tombs for their rulers, and buried thousands of human sacrificial victims to accom-

pany them in the world to come. By the Zhou dynasry a distinctive Chinese polit-

ical ideology had emerged, featuring a ruler, known as the Son of Heaven. This

monarch served as an internlediary between heaven and earth and ruled by the

Mandate of Heaven only so long as he governed with benevolence and maintained

social harn-rony among his people.An early form of written Chinese has been dis-

covered on numerolls oracle bones, which were intended to predict the future and

to assist China's rulers in the task of governing. Chinese civilization, more than any

other, has experienced an in.rpressive cultural continuiry from its earliest expression

into modern times.

A final First Civilization, known as the Olmec, took shape around 12oo R.C.E'

along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico near present-day Veracruz in southern

Mexico. Based on an agricultural economy of maize, beans, and squash, Olmec

cities arose from a series of contpeting chieftloms and became ceremonial centers

filled with elaborately decorated temples, altars, pyramids, and tombs of rulers.The

rnost famous artistic legacy of the Olmecs lay in sonre seventeen colossal basalt

heads, weighing twenfy tons or tnore. Recent discoveries suggest that the Olmecs

r.r.ray well have created the first written language in the Americas by about 9oo B.C.E.
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Sometinres regarded as the "mother
civilization" of Mesoamerica, Olrrrec
cultural patterns-mound building,
artistic sryles, urban planning, a game
played with a rubber ball, ritual sacri-
fice, and bloodletting by rulers-spread
widely throughout the region and influ-
enced subsequent civilizations, such as

the Maya and Teotihr.racin.

Beyond these six First Civilizations,
other, snraller civilizations also flour-
ished. Lying sourh of Egypt in the Nile
Valley, Nubian civilization was clearly
distinctivc and independent of its
northern neighbor, although Nubia
was involved in a long and often con-
tentious relationship with Egypt. Like-
wise in Clhina, a large city known as

Sanxingdui, rich in bronze sculptures
and much else, arose separately but at the same tinre as the more well-known Shang
dynasty. As a new way of living and a new fornr of hunran society, civilization was
beginning its long march toward encompassing alnrost all of hur-uankind by the
twentieth century.

The Question of Origins
Thc first question that historians ask about alnrosr everything is "How did it get I Change
started?" Scholars of all kinds-archeologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and Whataccountsforthe
historians-have been arguing about the origins oF civilization For a verv lonq initial breakthroughs

time, with no end in sight.a Anricl all the controversy, one thing seenrs reasonabli, to civilization?

clear: civilizations had their roots in theAgricultural Revolution.That is the rea-
son they appeared so late in the human srory, for only an agricultural technology
pernritted hurnan communities to produce sufficient surplus to support large pop-
ulations and the specialized or elite minorities who clid not rhemselves produce
food. Furtherlllorc-, all of the First Civilizations enrerged fror.n earlier ancl compet-
ing chiefdonrs, in which sotne social ranking and economic specialization had
already developed. It was a gradual and evolutionary process. However, not all
agricultural societies or chiefiJonrs developed into civilizations, so sonrething else
must have been involved. It is the search for this "sonrething else" that has pro-
voked such great debate anron€l scholars.

Sor,e scholars have e.rphasized the 'eed to organize large-scale irrigation
projects as a stilllultls for the earliest civilizations, but archeologists have found that
the more cotnplex water control systems appeared long; after states and civilizations

Shang Dynasty Bronze
This bronze tiger, created around rroo B.c.E., illustrates chinese skill in workingwith
bronze and the mythological or religious significance ofthe tiger as a messenger
between heaven and the human world. (nrt & Archaeology, tnc./Corbis)
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I Change
What was the role of
cities in the earty

civitizations?

had already been established. Others have suggested that powerful states were

useful in protecting the privileges of favored groups. Warfare and trade have fig-

ured in still other explanations for the rise of civilizations. Anthropologist Robert

Carneiro combined several of these factors in a thoughtful approach to the ques-

tion. 
j He argued that a growing density of population, producing more congested

and competitive societies, was a fundamental motor of change, and especially in

areas where rich agricultural land was limited, either by geography (oceans, deserts,

mountains) or by powerful competing societies. Such settings provided incentives

for innovations, such as irrigation or plows that could produce more food, because

opportunities for territorial expansion were not readily available. But circum-

scribed environments with dense populations also generated intense competition

among rival groups, which led to repeated wafare. A strong and highly otganized

state was a decided advantage in such competition. Because losers could not eas-

ily flee to new lands, they were absorbed into the winner's society as a lower class.

Successful leaders of the winning side emerged as an elite with an enlarged base

of land, a class of subordinated workers, and a powerful state at their disposal-in

short, a civilization.
Although such a process was relatively rapid by world history standards, it took

many generations, centuries, or perhaps millennia to evolve. It was, of course, an

unconscious undertaking in which the participants had little sense of the long-term

outcome as they coped with the practical problems of survival on a day-to-day

basis.What is surprising, though, is the rough similarity of the result in many widely

separated places from about 35oo B.C.E. to the beginning of the Common Era'

However they got started (and much about this is still guesswork), the First

Civilizations, once established, represented a very different kind of human society

than anything that came before. All of them were based on highly productive agri-

cultural economies.Various forms of irrigation, drainage, terracing, and flood con-

trol enabled these early civilizations to tap the food-producing potential of their

regions. In dry lands with good soil, such as northern China and southern Iraq,

water made all the difference and vastly increased the agricultural output. In all these

civilizations, pottery likewise enhanced the productiviry of farming, as did animal-

drawn plows and metalworking in Afro-Eurasia. Ritual sacrifice, often including

people, usually accompanied the growth of civilization, and the new rulers normally

,..rr.d as high priests or were seen as divine beings, their right to rule legitimated

by association with the sacred.

An Urban Reuolution

It was the resources from agriculture that made possible one of the most distinctive

features of the First Civilizations-cities.What would an agricultural villager have

made of Uruk, ancient Mesopotamia's largest city? Uruk had walls more than twenry

feet tall and a population around 5o,ooo in the third millennium u.c.r. The city's

center, visible for miles around, was a stepped pyramid, or ziggurat, topped with a
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temple (see the photo on p. roo). Inside the ciry our village visitor would have found
other temples as well, serving as centers of worship and as places for the redistrib-
ution of stored food. Numerous craftspeople labored as masons, copper workers,
weavers, and in many other specialties, while bureaucrats helped administer the city.
It was, surely, a "vibrant, noisy, smelly, sometimes bewildering and dangerous, but
also exciting place."6 Here is how the Epk of Gilgane.sh, Mesopotamiat ancient epic
poem, describes the city:

Come then, Enkidu, to ramparted LJruk,
Where fellows are resplendent in holiday clothing,
'Where every day is set for celebration,
Where harps and drums are played.

And the harlots too, they are fairest of form,
Rich in beaury full of delights,
Even the great gods are kept from sleeping at night.T

Equally impressive to a village visitor would have been the city of Mohenjo
Daro, which flourished along the banks of the Indus River around zooo s.c.s.with
a population ofperhaps 4o,ooo, Mohenjo Daro and its sister ciry of Harappa featured
large, richly built houses of two or three stories, complete with indoor plumbing,
luxurious bathrooms, and private wells. Streets were laid out in a gridlike pattern,
and beneath the streets ran a complex sewage system.'workers lived in row upon
row of standardized rwo-room houses. Grand public buildings, including what seems
to be a huge public bath, graced the ciry while an enormous citadel was surrounded
by a brick wall some forty-five feet high (seeVisual Source 3.r,p. rz7).

Even larger, though considerably later, was the Mesoamerican ciry of
Teotihuacin, located in the central valley of Mexico. It housed perhaps 2oo,ooo
people in the middle of the first millennium c.E. Broad avenues, dozens of temples,
rwo huge pyramids, endless stone carvings and many bright frescoes, small apart-

Mohenjo Daro
Flourishing around
2ooo B.c.E., Mohenjo Daro
was by far the largest city of
the Indus Valtey civilization,
covering more than
600 acres. This photograph

shows a small part of that
city as it has been uncovered

by archeotogists during the
past century. The large water-
tight tank or pool, shown in

the foreground, probably
offered bathers an opportu-
nity for rituat purification. In

the ruins of Mohenlo Daro,
writes archeologist Gregory
Possehl, "one can watk down
streets well defined by the
high walts of homes and
other buildings, climb the
stairways used in antiquity,
peer down ancient wells,
and stand in bathing rooms
used over 4,ooo years ago."
(Harappa lmages)ments for the ordinary palatial homes

for the wealthy-all of this must have

seemed another world for a new visitor
from a distant village. In shopping for
obsidian blades, how was she to decide
among the 35o workshops in the city?
In seeking relatives, how could she find
her way among many different com-
pounds, each surrounded by a wall and
housing a different lineage? And what
would she make of a neighborhood
composed entirely of Mayan merchants
from the distant coastal lowlands?

Cities, then, lay at the heart of all
of the First Civilizations. Thev were
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political/administrative capitals; they were centers for the production of culture,

including art, architecture, literature, ritual, and ceremony; they served as market-

places for both local and long-distance exchange; and they housed most manufactur-

ing activiry. Everywhere they generated a unique kind of sociefy, compared to earlier

agricultural villages. Urban sociery was impersonal, for it was no longer possible to

know everyone. Relationships of class and occupation were at least as important as

those of kinship and village loyalry. Most notably, the degree of specialization and

inequality far surpassed that of all preceding human communities.

The Erosion of Equaliry

I Change
In what ways was social

inequality expressed in

early civilizations?

Among the most novel features of early urban life, at least to our imaginary village

visitor, was the amazing specialization of work. In Document 3.5 (pp. tz3-25),an

Egyptian teacher tries to persuade a reluctant student, preparing to be a scribe (a

literate public official), to take his lessons seriously by pointing out the disadvan-

tages of the many other occupations that await hinr. In ancient Mesopotamia' even

scribes were subdivided into nlany categories: junior and senior scribes, temple

scribes and royal scribes, scribes for particular administrative or o{ficial functions.o

None of these people, of course, grew their own food; they were supported by the

highly productive agriculture of farmers.

Hierarchies of Class

Alongside the occupational specialization of the First Civilizations lay their vast

inequalities-in wealth, status, and power. Here we confront a remarkable and

persistent feature of the human journey. As ingenuity and technology created

more-productive economies, the greater wealth now available to societies was

everywhere piled up rather than spread out. Early signs of this erosion of equal-

iry were evident in the more settled and complex gathering and hunting societies

such as the Chumash and in agricultural chiefdoms such as Cahokia, but the

advent of urban-based civilizations multiplied and magnified these inequalities

many times over, as the egalitarian values of earlier cultures were everywhere dis-

placecl.This transition represents one of the major turning points in the social his-

tory of humankind.
As the First Civilizations took shape, inequality and hierarchy soon came to be

regarded as normal and natural. Upper classes everywhere enjoyed great wealth in

land or salaries, were able to avoid physical labor, had the finest of everything, and

occupied the top positions in political, military, and religious life. Frequently, they

were distinguished by the clothing they wore, the houses they lived in, and the

manner of their burial. Early Chinese monarchs bestowed special clothing, ban-

ners, chariots, weapons, and ornaments on their regional o{ficials' and all of these
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items were graded according to the officials'precise location in the hierarchy. In
Mesopotamia, the punishments prescribed in the famous code of Hammurabi
depended on social status (see Document 3.2, pp. lrg-zr).A free-born commoner
who struck a person of equal rank had to pay a small fine,but if he struck',a man
who is his superior, he shall receive 6o strokes with an oxtail whip in public." Clearly,
class had consequences.

In all civilizations, free conunoners represented the vast majority of the population
and included artisans of all kinds, lower-level o{Iicials, soldiers and police, servants,
and, most numerous of all, farmers. It was their surplus production-appropriated
through a variery of taxes, rents, required labor, and tribute payments-that supported
the upper classes.At least some of these people were aware of, and resented, these
forced extractions and their position in the social hierarchy. Most Chinese peasants,
for example, owned little land of their own and worked on plots granted to rhem
by royal or aristocratic landowners. An ancient poem compared the exploiting
landlords to rats and expressed the farmers'vision of a better life:

Large rats! Large rats!

Do not eat our spring grainl
Three years have we had to do with you.
And you have not been willing to think of our toil.
We will leave you,

And go to those happy borders.

Hrppy borders, happy bordersl
Who will there make us always to groan?e

At the bottom of social hierarchies everywhere were slaves. Slavery and civiliza-
tion, in fact, seem to have emerged together. (For early references to slavery, see
Document 3.2,pp. rr8-zr). Female slaves, captured in the many wars among rival
Mesopotamian cities, were put to work in large-scale semi-industrial weaving enter-
prises, while males helped to t.naintain irrigation canals and construct ziggurats.
Others worked as domestic servants in the households of their owners. In all of the
First civilizations, slavg5-derived from prisoners of war, criminals,2n6l ds616p5-
were available for sale; for work in the fields, mines, homes, and shops of their owner;
or on occasion for sacrifice. From the days of the earliest civilizations until the
nineteenth century, the practice of "people owning people" was an enduring Ga_
ture of state-based societies everpvhere.

The practice of slavery in ancient times variecl considerably from place to
place. Egypt and the IndusValley civilizations initially had far fewer slaves than did
Mesopotamia, which was highly militarized. Later, the Greeks of Athe's and the
Romans employed slaves far more extensively than did the Chinese or Inclians (see
chapter 6). Furthermore, most ancient slavery differed from the rype of slavery
practiced in the Americas during recent centuries; in the early civilizations, slaves
were not a primary agricultural labor force, many children of slaves could become
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I Change
In what ways have

historians tried to exptain

the origins of patriarchy?

free people, and slavery was not associated primarily with "blackness" or with

Africa.

Hierarchies of Gender

Accompanying the hierarchies of class were those of gender, as civilizations every-

where undermined the earlier and more equal relationships berween men and

women. Most scholars agree that early horticultural societies, those using a hoe or

digging stick, continued the relative gender equaliry that had characterized Paleo-

lithic peoples. In such socieries, women were much involved in agricultural labor'

which generated most of the food for the village.-Women were also engaged in

spinning, weaving, and pottery making-activities that were compatible with their

role as mothers.Their central economic function, together with their amazing capac-

iry to produce new life, gave women considerable respect and, arguably, a status gen-

erally equal to that of men. Some scholars have seen this respect and status reflected,

ar least in Europe and the Middle East, in a proliferation of figurines, masks, signs,

symbols, and myths, all featuring women and feminine themes dealing with birth,

growth, death, and regeneration' 
Io

But as the First Civilizations took shape, the institutions and values of male

dominance, often referred to as patriarchy, gradually emerged.The big question, of

course, lies in trying to explain this momentous change.What was it about civlliza-

tion that seemed to generate patriarchy?

One approach to answering this question highlights the role of a new and

more intensive form of agriculture, involving the use of animal-drawn plows and

the keeping and milking of large herds of animals. Unlike earlier farming prac-

tices that relied on a hoe or digging stick, plow-based agriculture meant heavier

work, which men were better able to perform.Taking place at a distance from the

village, this new form of agriculture was perhaps less compatible with women's

prir.r"ry responsibility for child rearing. Furthermore, the growing population of

.i*rilir.tion, meant that women were more often pregnant and even more deeply

involved in child care than before. Thus, in plow-based communities' men took

over most of the farming work, and the status of women declined correspondingly,

even though their other productive activities-weaving and food preparation,

for example-continued. "As women were increasingly relegated to secondary

tasks . . . ," writes archeologist Margaret Ehrenberg, "they had fewer personal

resources with which to assert their status.""

Because patriarchy also developed in civilizations untouched by plow agricul-

ture, such as those of Mesoamerica and the Andes, perhaps something else was at

work as well. Historran David christian suggests that the declining position of

wonlen was connected more generally to the growth of social complexiry in civi-

lizations as economic, religious, and political "specialists" became more prominent'

Because men were less important in the household, they may have been more avail-
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able to assume the powerful and prestigious specialist roles. From these positions of
authoriry men were able to shape the values and practices of their societies in ways
that benefited themselves at the expense of women. Here, perhaps, lies the origin
of an ancient distinction between the realm of the home, defined as the domain of
women, and the world of public life, associared with men."

'women 
have long been identified not only with the home but also with nature,

for they are intimately involved in the fundamental natural process of reproduction.
But civilization seemed to highlight culture, or the human mastery of nature,
through agriculture, monumental art and architecture, and the creation of large-
scale cities and states. Did this mean, as some scholars have suggested, that women
were now associated with an inferior dimension of human life (nature), while men
assumed responsibility for the higher order of cuhure?'3

A further aspect of civilization that may well have contributed to patriarchy was
wafare. Large-scale military conflict with professionally led armies was a feature of
almost all of the First civilizations, and female prisoners of war often were the first
slaves.with military service largely restricted to men. its growing prominence in
the affairs of civilizations served to enhance the power and prestige of a male war-
rior class. So too, perhaps, did private properry and commerce, central elements of
the First Civilizations.Without sharp restrictions on women's sexual activiry how
could a father be certain that family properry would be inherited by his ofl3pring?
In addition, the buying and selling associated with commerce were soon applied to
male rights over women, as female slaves, concubines, and wives were exchanged
among men.

Patriarchy in Practice

Whatever the precise origins of patriarchy, male dominance permeated the First I Comparison
Civilizations, marking a gradual change from the more equal relationships of men Howdid Mesopotamian
and women within agricultural villages or Paleolithic bands. Historian Gerda and Egyptian patriarchy

Lerner documented this transition in ancient Mesopotamian civilization. By the differ from each other?

second millennium B.c.E., various written laws codified and sought to enforce a

patriarchal family life that offered women a measure of parernalistic protection
while insisting on their submission to the unquestioned authoriry of men. Central
to these laws was the regulation of female sexualiry. A wife caught sleeping with
another man might be drowned at her husband's discretion, whereas he was per-
mitted to enjoy sexual relations with his female servants, though not with another
man's wife. Divorce was far easier for the husband than for the wife. Rape was a

serious oflense, but the injured party was primarily the father or the husband of the
victim, rather than the violated woman herself. Even elite women, who were often
allowed to act on behalf of their powerful husbands, saw themselves as dependent.
"Let all be well with [my husband],"prayed one such wife,"that I may prosper under
his protection."ta
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Furthermore'womeninMesopotamiancivilizationweresometimesdivided
into two sharply distinguished t'ttgo'it'' Respectable women'-those under the

protectionandsexualcontrolofoneman'wererequiredtobeveiledwhenoutside
thehome,whereasnonrespectablewomen,suchasslavesandprostitutes,werefor-
bidden to wear veils and were subject to severe punishment if they presumed to cover

their heads.

Finally,thepowerfulgoddessesofearliertimesweregraduallyrelegatedtothe
home and hearth.They 'itt ttpltttd in the public arena by dominant male deities'

who now were credited with the power of creation and fertiliry and viewed as the

patronsofwisdomandlearning.Theculminationofthis..demotionofthegod-
dess," argues Gerda Lerne', liesln the Hebrew Scriptures' in which a single male

deiryYahweh,aloneundertakestheactofcreationwithoutanyparticipationofa
female goddess.

Patriarchywasnoteverywherethesame'however'Egypt'whileclearlypatri-
archal, a{forded its women greater opportunities than did most other First

Civilizations. In Egypt, women were recognized as legal equals to men' able to

own property and slaves, to administer and sell land' to make their own wills' to

signtheirownmarriagtto"t'"t*'andtoinitiatedivorce'Royalwomenoccasion--rliy 
.*...ir.d significant political power, acting as regenrs for their young sons or'

more rarely, as queens in their own right' Clearly' though' this was seen as abnor-

mal,forEgypt'smostfamousqueen'H't'htp"'t(reignedr472-r4s7B'c'E')'was
sometimesportrayedinstatues",,-".,,dressedinmaleclothingandsportingthe
traditional false beard of the pharaoh' Moreover' married women in Egypt were

notveiledasinMesopotamia,statuesandpaintingsoftenshowedmenandwomen
inaffectionateposesandasequalpartners,.,.".b.seeninthephoto(p.84)atthe
beginning of this chapter' Aithough marriages were clear\ arranged by parents'

the love poetry of New Kingdomigypt (r5jo-ro64 B.c.E.) suggests an element of

romance and longing' o"t-f""*t; tcly lamented the absence of his beloved'

referred to as a "sister":

Seven daYs since I saw mY sister'

and sickness invaded me; "'
The sight of her makes me well ' ' '

Her sPeaking makes me strong;

Embracing her expels my malady" "

And a young woman exults at the sight of her love:

I Passed before his house'

I found his door ajar:

MY brother stood bY his mother; ' "
He looked at me as I Passed bY' " '

How mY heart exulted in gladness'

MY brother. at Your sight''i
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The Rise of the State
What, we might reasonably ask, held ancient civilizations together despite the many
tensions and complexities of urban living and the vast inequalities of civilized soci-
eties? why did they not fly apart amid the resentmenrs born of class and gender
hierarchies? The answer, in large part, lay in yet another distinctive feature of rhe
First Civilizations-states. Organized around particular cities or larger territories,
early states were headed almost everywhere by kings, who employed a variety of
ranked oIficials, exercised a measure of control over sociery and deGnded the state
against external enemies.To modern people, the state is such a familiar reality that
we find it di{ficult to imagine life without it. Nonetheless, it is a quite recent inven-
tion in human history, with the state replacing, or at least supplementing, kinship
as the basic organizing principle ofsociety and exercising far greater authoriry than
earlier chieftloms.

Coercion and Consent

Early states in Mesopotamia, Egypt, China, Mesoamerica, and elsewhere drew I Change
their power from various sources, all of which assisted in providing cohesion for What were the sources

the First Civilizations. One basis of power was the recognition that the complex- of state authority in the

ity of life in cities or densely populated rerritories required ,om. .urhori^ry to First civilizations?

coordinate and regulate the communiry. Someone had to organize the irrigation
systems of river valley civilizations. Someone had to adjudicate conflicts among
the many different peoples, unrelated to one another, who rubbed elbows in the
early cities. Someone had to direct efforts to defend the ciry or territory against
aggressive outsiders.The state, in short, solved certain widely shared problems and
therefore had a measure of voluntary support among the population. For many
people, it was surely useful.

The state, however, was more useful for some people than for others, for it also
served to protect the privileges of the upper classes, to require farmers to give up a

portion of their product to support ciry-dwellers, and to demand work on large
public projects such as pyramids and fortifications. If necessary srate authorities had
the abiliry and the willingness, ro use force ro compel obedience. The Egyptian
teacher mentioned earlier described to his reluctant student what happens to a
peasant unable to pay his tax in grain:

Now the scribe lands on the shore. He surveys the harvest.Attendants are behind
him with staf6, Nubians with clubs. one says [to the peasant],"Give grain."There
is none. He is beaten savagely. He is bound, rhrown into a well, submerged head
down. His wife is bound in his presence. His children are in Gtters. His neighbors
abandon them and flee.'6

Such was the power of the state, as rulers accumulated the resources to pay for ofi-
cials, soldiers, police, and attendants.This capaciry for violence and coercion marked
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off the states of the First Civilizations
from earlier chieftloms, whose leaders

had only persuasion, prestige, and gifts

to back up their authority.

Force, however, was not always

necessary for the First Civilizations
soon generated ideas suggesting that

state authority and class and gender

inequalities were normal, natural, and

ordained by the gods. Kingship every-

where was associated with the sacred.

Ancient Chinese kings were known as

the Son of Heaven, and they alone

could perform the rituals and sacrifices

necessary to keep the cosmos in bal-

ance. Mesopotamian rulers were

thought to be the stewards of their

city's patron gods. Their s1'rnbols of
kingship-crown, throne, scePter,

mace-were said to be of divine ori-
gin, sent to earth when the gods estab-

lished monarchy. Egyptians, most of all,

invested their pharaohs with divine qualities. Rulers claimed to embody all the

major gods of Egypt, and their supernatural power ensured the regular flooding of
the Nile and the defeat of the country's enemies.

But if religion served most often to justify unequal power and privilege, it

might also on occasion be used to restrain, or even undermine, the established

order. Hammurabi claimed that his law code was inspired by Marduk, the chief god

of Babylon, and was intended to "bring about the rule of righteousness in the land,

to destroy the wicked and the evil-doers; so that the strong should not harm the

weak.,"7 Another Mesopotamian monarch, Urukagina from the ciry of Lagash,

claimed authority from the cityb patron god for reforms aimed at ending the cor-

ruption and ryranny of a previous ruler. In China during the Zhou dynasty

(rtzz-256 B.C.E.), emperors ruled by the Mandate of Heaven, but their bad behav-

ior could result in the removal of that mandate and their overthrow.

.

A Mesopotamian Ziggurat
This massive ziggurat/temple

to the Mesopotamian moon
god Nanna was built around

21oo B.c.E. in the city of Ur.

The solitary figure standing

atop the staircase illustrates

the size of this huge struc-

ture. (Richard Ashworth/Robert

Harding Wortd lmagery/Corbis)

Writing and Accounting

A further support for state authoriry lay in the remarkable invention of writing. It
was a powefffl and transforming innovation, regarded almost everylvhere as a gift

from the gods, while people without writing often saw it as something magical or

supernatural. Distinctive forms of writing emerged in all of the First Civilizations
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$napshot Writing in Ancient Civilizations

Most of the early writing systems were "logophonetic," using symbols to designate both whole words and
particular sounds or syllables. Chinese characters, which indicated only words, were an exception. None of the
early writing systems employed alphabets.

Location Type

Sumer Cuneiform: wedge-
shaped symbols on
clay tablets
representing
obiects, abstract
ideas, sounds,
and syllables

Egypt Hieroglyphs ("sacred Business and
carvings'): a series of administrative
signs that denote purposes; later used
words and consonants for religious
(but not vowels or inscriptions, stories,
syllabtes) poetry, hymns, and

mathematics

Andes Quipu: a complex Various accounting
system of knotted functions; perhaps
cords in which the also used to express
color, length, type, words
and location of knots
conveyed mostly
numerical meaning

Indus River Some 4oo pictographic Found on thousands
Valley symbols representing of clay seals and

sounds and words, pottery; probably
probabty expressing used to mark
a Dravidian language merchandise
currently spoken
in southern India

China Oracle bone script: Inscribed on turtle
pictographs (stylized shells or animal bones;
drawings) with no used for divination
phonetic meaning (predicting the future)

in the royal court of
Shang dynasty rulers

Olmec Signs that represent Used to record the
sounds (sytlables) and names and deeds of
words; numbering rulers and shamans,
system using bars and as well as battles and
dots astronomical data

Initial Use

Records of economic
transactions,
such as temple
payments and taxes

Comment

Regarded as the world's
first written language;
other languages such as
Babylonian and
Assryian were written
with Sumerian script

For everyday use, less
formal systems of cursive
writing (known as
"hieratic" and "demotic')
were develooed

Widely used in the Inca
Empire; recent discoveries
place quipus in Caral some

5,ooo years ago

As yet
undeciphered

Direct ancestor of
contemporary Chinese
characters

Structurally similar to later
Mayan script; Olmec
calendars were highly
accurate and the basis for
later Mesoamerican calendars

rain, dew,
storm

Example

f<r
bird

'l11]-m

llll 
'1 

i t

numerical
data (possibly
in codes),

words, and
ideas

Atii
5 fish

n-
Ytr
rr\

-l

horse

ffi
jaguar
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except the Andes, although some scholars now regard their knotted strings, or

quipus, as a kind of writing.'o
Writing sustained the First Civilizations and their successors in many ways.

Literacy defined elite status and conveyed enormous prestige to those who possessed

it. (See Document 3.J,pp. 123-25,for a celebration of writing.) Because it can be

learned, writing also provided a nleans for some conlmoners to join the charmed

circle of the literate.Writing as propaganda, celebrating the great deeds of the kings,

was prominent, especially among the Egyptians and later among the Maya.A hymn

to the pharaoh, dating to about I85o B.c.E., extravagantly praised the ruler:

He has come unto us... and has given peace to the two Riverbanks

... and has lnade Egypt to live; he hath banished its suffering;

. . . he has caused the throat of the subjects to breathe

... and has trodden down foreign countries

. . . he has delivered them that were robbed

... he has come unto us, that we nray [nurture up?] our children and

bury our aged ones.'e

In Mesopotanria and elsewhere, writing served an accounting function, recording

who had paid their taxes, who owed what to the tenlple, and how much workers

had earned.Thus it immensely strengthened bureaucracy. Complex calendars indi-

cated precisely when certain rituals should be performed.Writing also gave weight

and specificity to orders, regulations, and laws. Hammurabi's famous law code (see

Document 3.2,pp.II8-2I), while correcting certain abuses, made crystal clear that

fundamental distinctions divided men and women and separated slaves, commoners,

and people ofhigher rank.

once it had been developed, writing, like religion, proved hard to control and

operated as a wild card in human affairs. It gave rise to literature and philosophy, to

astronomy and ntathematics, and, in some places, to history. On occasion, the written

word proved threatening, rather than supportive, to rulers. China's so-called First

Emperor, Qin Shihuangdi (reigned 22r-2ro ts.c.E.), allegedly buried alive some 46o

scholars and burned their books when they challenged his brutal efforts to unify

China's ntany warring states, or so his later critics claimed (see Chapter 4).Thus

writing became a major arena for social and political conflict, and rulers always have

sought to control it.

The Grandeur of Kings

yet another source of state authority derived from the lavish lifestyle of elites, the

impressive rituals they arranged, and the imposing structures they created. Every-

where, kings, high officials, and their families lived in luxurious palaces, dressed in

splendid clothing, bedecked themselves with the loveliest jewelry, and were attended

by endless servants.Their deaths triggered elaborate burials, of which the pyramids

of the Egyptian pharaohs were perhaps the most ostentatious.Almost all of the First
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Civilizations accompanied high-status
funerals with the human sacrifice of
numerous retainers. who would nourish
the souls or serve the needs oftheir rulers
in the afterlife. Monumental palaces,

temples, ziggurats, pyramids, and statues

conveyed the immense power of the state

and its elite rulers.The Olmec civilization
of Mesoamerica (rzoo-4oo B.c.E.) erected
enormous human heads, more than ten
feet tall and weighing at leasr twenty tons,
carved from blocks ofbasalt and probably
representing particular rulers. Somewhat
later the MayaTemple of the GiantJaguar,
towering r54 feet tall, was the most impres-
sive among many temples, pyramids, and
palaces that graced the city of Tikal. All of
this must have seemed overwhelming to
common people in the cities and villages
of the First Civilizations.

Olmec Head

This colossal statue, some six feet high and five feet wide, is one of seventeen
such carvings, dating to the first millennium B.c.E., that were discovered in the terri.
tory of the ancient 0lmec civilization. Thought to represent individual rulers, each
of the statues has a distinct and realistically portrayed face. (Danny Lehman/Corbis)

,=.jtr::*tSf;

Comparing Mesopotamia arrd Egypt
A productive agricultural technology, city living, immense class inequalities, patriarchy,
the emerging power of states-all of these were comnon features of First Civilizations
across the world and also of those that followed. Still, these civilizations were nor every-
where the same, for differences in political organization, religious belie8 and practices,
the role of women,and much more gave rise to distinctive traditions.Norwere they
static. Like all human communities, they changed over the centuries. Finally, these civ-
ilizations did not exist in isolation, for they participated in nerworks ofinteractions with
near and sometimes more distant neighbors. In looking more closely at rwo of these
First civilizations-Mesopotamia and Egypt-we can catch a glimpse of the differ-
ences, changes, and connections that characterized early civilizations.

Enuironment and Culture
The civilizations of both Mesopotamia and Egypt grew up in river valleys and
depended on their rivers to sustain a productive agriculture in otherwise arid lands.
Those rivers, however, were radically different.At rhe hearr of Egyptian life was the
Nile, "that green gash of teeming life," which rose predictably every year to bring
the soil and water thar nurtured a rich Egyptian agriculture. The Tigris and
Euphrates rivers, which gave life to Mesopotamian civilization, also rose annually,
but "unpredictably and fitfully, breaking man's dikes and submerging his crops."'o

I Comparison
In what ways did
Mesopotamian and
Egyptian civilizations
differ from each other?
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$napshot Key Moments in Mesopotamian History

Beginning of irrigated agriculture 6ooo a.c.e.

Period ofindependent Sumerian city-states 32oo-235o B.c.E.

Earliest cuneiform texts 3ooo B.c'E'

First Sumerian law codes 25oo B.c.E.

First Mesopotamian empire: conquest of Sumer by Sargon of Akkad 2350 B.c.E.

Epic of Gilgamesh compiled after zooo e.c.e.

Babylonian empire 19oo-15oo B.c.E.

Reign of Hammurabi t792-775o B,c'E.

Assyrian rule in Mesopotamia 9oo-6rz a.c.e.

Assyrian conquest of lsrael 7228.c,E.

Babylonian conquest ofJudah by King Nebuchadnezzar 585 a.c.e.

Mesopotamia incorporated into Persian empire by 5oo e.c'e.

(See Map 3.2.) Furthermore, an open environment without serious obstacles to travel

made Mesopotamia far more vulnerable to invasion than the much more protected

space of Egypt, which was surrounded by deserts, mountains, seas, and cataracts. For

long periods of its history, Egypt enjoyed a kind of "free securiry" from external

attack that Mesopotamians could only have envied.

Does the physical environnrent shape the human cultures that develop within it?

Most historians are reluctant to endorse any kind of determinism,especially one sug-

gesting that "geography is destiny," but in the case of Mesopotamia and Egypt, many

scholars have seen some relationship between the physical setting and culture.

In at least some of its literature, the Mesopotamian outlook on life, which devel-

oped within a precarious, unpredictable, and often violent environment, viewed

humankind as caught in an inherently disorderly world, subject to the whims of
capricious and quarreling gods, and facing death without much hope of a pleasant

life beyond.A Mesopotamian poet complained:"1 have prayed to the gods and sac-

rificed, but who can understand the gods in heaven? Who knows what they plan

for us? Who has ever been able to understand a god's conduct?"'' The famous

Mesopotanrian Epic o-f Cilgamesh, excerpted in Document 3.I, pages Ir5-r8,like-
wise depicted a rather pessimistic view of the gods and of the possibiliry for eter-

nal life.
By contrast, elite literate culture in Egypt, developing in a more stable, pre-

dictable, and beneficent environment, produced a rather more cheerful and hope-

ful outlook on the world.The rebirth of the sun every day and of the river every

year seemed to assure Egyptians that life would prevail over death. The amazing
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pyrarnids, constructed during Egypt's old Kingdom (z6e-2r95 ts.c.E.), reflected
the firm beliefthat at leasr the pharaohs and other high-ranking people could suc-
cessfully make the journey to eternal life in the Land of the West. Incantations
for the dead, such as those illustrated in Document 3.3, describe an afterlife that
Gilgamesh could only have envied. over time, larger groups of people, beyond
the pharaoh and his entourage, came to believe that they could gain access to the
afterliG if they followed proper procedures and lived a morally upright life (see
Documents 3.3 and 3.4,pp.rzr-4).Thus Egyptian civilization not only affirmed
the possibiliry of eternal life but also expanded access to it.

If the different environments of Mesopotamia and Egypt shaped their societies
and cultures, those civilizations, with their mounting populations and growing
demand for resources, likewise had an impact on the environment." In Sumer
(southern Mesopotamia), deforestation and soil erosion decreased crop yields by
some 65 percent between z4oo and rToo B.c.E. Also contributing to this disaster
was the increasing salinization of the soil, a long-term outcome of intensive irriga-
tion. By 2ooo B.c.E., there were reports that "the earth turned white', as salt accu-
mulated in the soil. As a resulr, wheat was largely replaced by barley, which is far

Map 3.2 Mesopotamia
After about r,ooo years of
independent and competi-
tive existence, the city-
states of Sumer were incor-
porated into a number of
larger imperial states based
in Akkad, Babylon, and then
Assyria.
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more tolerant of salty conditions. This ecological deterioration clearly weakened

Sumerian city-states, facilitated their conquest by foreigners, and shifted the center

of Mesopotamian civilization permanently to the north.

Egypt, by contrast, created a more sustainable agricultural system, which lasted

for thousands of years and contributed to the remarkable continuiry of its civiliza-

tion.'Whereas Sumerian irrigation involved a complex and artificial network of
canals and dikes that led to the salinization of the soil, its Egyptian counterpart was

much less intrusive, simply regulating the natural flow of the Nile. Such a system

avoided the problem of salry soils, allowing Egyptian agriculture to emphasize

wheat production, but it depended on the general regularity and relative gentleness

of the Nile's annual flooding. On occasion, that pattern was interrupted, with

serious consequences for Egyptian society. An extended period of low floods

berween zz5o and Igio ll.C.E. led to sharply reduced agricultural output, large-scale

starvation, the loss oflivestock, and, consequently, social upheaval and political dis-

ruption. Nonetheless, Egypt's abiliry to work with its more favorable natural environ-

ment enabled a degree of stabiliry and continuiry that proved impossible in Sumer,

where human action intruded more heavily into a less benevolent natural setting.

Cities anil States

Politically as well as culturally and environmentally, Mesopotamian and Egyptian

civilizations differed sharply. For its first thousand years (3zoo-235o B.c.E.),

Mesopotamian civilization, located in the southernTigris-Euphrates region known

as Sumer, was organized in a dozen or more separate and independent ciry-states.

Each ciry-state was ruled by a king, who claimed to represent the ciry's patron deity

and who controlled the affairs of the walled ciry and surrounding rural area' Quite

remarkably, some 8o percent of the population of Sumer lived in one or another of
these ciry-states, making Mesopotamia the most thoroughly urbanized sociery of
ancient times. The chief reason for this massive urbanization, however, lay in the

great flaw of this system, for frequent wadare among these Sumerian ciry-states

caused people living in rural areas to flee to the walled cities for protection.With

no overarching authoriry rivalry over land and water often led to violent conflict.

After one such conflict destroyed the ciry of Ur and desecrated its temple, a poet

lamented the city's sad fate:

After your ciry had been destroyed, how now can you exist!

After your house had been destroyed, how has your heart led you on!

Your ciry has beconrc a stranl;e ciry. . .

Your house has beconre a hottse oftears.'3

These conflicts, together with environmental devastation, eventually left Sumerian

cities vulnerable to outside forces, and after about 235o ts.C.E.' stronger peoples from

northern Mesopotamia conquered Sumer's warring cities, bringing an end to the

Sumerian phase of Mesopotamian civilization. First the Akkadians (235o-zooo

B.C.E.) and later the Babylonians (rgoo-r5oo e.c.E.) and the Assyrians (9oo-6rz
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u.c.E.) created larger territorial states or bureaucratic empires that encompassed all
or nlost of Mesopotamia. Periods of political uniry now descended upon this First
civilization, but it was uniry imposed from outside. Much later, a similar process
befell the Greek city-states, whose enden.ric wafare invited Macedonian invasion
and their subsequent incorporation into the empires of Alexander the Great and
then of the Romans (see Chapter 4).

Egyptian civilization, by contrast, began its history around 3roo B.c.E., with the
nlerger of several earlier states or chiefdoms into a unified territory that stretched
some r,ooo nriles along the Nile. For an anrazing 3,ooo years, Egypt maintained
that uniry and independence, though with occasional interruptions. A combination
of wind patterns that made it easy to sail south along the Nile and a currenr flowing
north facilitated comnrunication, exchange, uniry and stabiliry within the NileValley.
Here was a record of political longeviry and continuiry that the Mesopotamians and
many other ancient peoples might well have envied.

cities in Egypt were less imporrant than in Mesopotamia, although political
capitals, nrarket centers, and major burial sites gave Egypt an urban presence as well.
Most people lived in agricultural villages along the river rather than in urban cen-
ters, perhaps because Egypt's greater security nrade it less necessary for people to

to7

$napshot Key Moments in Nile Valley Civitizations

Smal[-scale states in Sudanic Africa

Nubian kingdom of Ta-Seti

Unification of Egypt as a single state

Frequent warfare between Egypt and Nubian states

Old Kingdom Egypt (high point of pharaohs'power
and pyramid buitding)

Nubian kingdom of Kush estabtished

Egyptian commercial expeditions to Nubia

Hyksos invasion and rule ofEgypt

New Kingdom Egypt

Emergence of Egyptian empire

Queen Hatshepsut launches expeditions to Land of punt,
probably along the East African coast

Kush conquest of Egypt

Assyrian conquest of Egypt

Persian rute in Egypt

Roman conquest of Egypt

5OOO B.C.E.

340G-32oo B.C.E.

31OO B.C.E.

3roo-z6oo a.c.e.

2663-2t95 a.c.t.

25OO B.C.E.

23OO B.C.E.

165o-r55o a.c.r.

r55o-ro64 a.c.e.

15OO B.C.E.

t473-1458 B.c.E.

76o-56o e.c.r.

67t-65t a.c.r.

525-404 B.c.E.

30 B.C.E.
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gather in fortified towns. The focus of the Egyptian state resided in the pharaoh,

believed to be a god in human form. He alone ensured the daily rising of the sun

and the annual flooding of the Nile. All of the countryt many officials served at his

pleasure; the law of the land was simply the pharaoh's edict; and access to the after-

life lay in proximity to him and burial in or near his towering pyramids.

This image of the pharaoh and his role as an enduring symbol of Egyptian civ-
ilization persisted over the course of three millennia, but the realities of Egyptian

political life changed over time. By z4oo B.c.E., the power of the pharaoh had

diminished, as local o{ficials and nobles, who had been awarded their own land and

were able to pass their positions on to their sons, assumed greater authority.When

changes in the weather resulted in the Nile's repeated failure to flood properly

around 2zoo B.c.E., the authoriry of the pharaoh was severely discredited, and

Egypt dissolved for several centuries into a series oflocal principalities.

Even when centralized rule was restored around 2ooo B.c.E., the pharaohs never

regained their old power and prestige. Kings were now warned that they too would

have to account for their actions at the Day ofJudgment. Nobles no longer sought

to be buried near the pharaoh's pyramid but instead created their own nrore mod-

est tombs in their own areas. Osiris, the god of the dead, became increasingly

prominent, and "all men who were worthy... not merely those who had known

the pharaoh in life" could aspire to irnmortality in his realm.'a

Interaction and Exchange

I Connection
In what ways were
Mesoootamian and

Egyptian civitizations
shaped by their
interactions with near

and distant neighbors?

Although Mesopotamia and Egypt represented separate and distinct civilizations,

they interacted frequently with each other and with both near and more distant

neighbors. Even in these ancient times, the First Civilizations were embedded in

larger netr,vorks of commerce, culture, and power. None of them stood alone.

The early beginnings of Egyptian civilization illustrate the point. Its agricul-

ture drew upon wheat and barley, which reached Egypt from Mesopotamia, as well

as gourds, watermelon, domesticated donkeys, and cattle, which derived from

Sudan. Some scholars argue that Egypt's step pyramids and its systenl of writing

were stimulated by Mesopotaruian models. The practice of "divine kingship"

seems to have derived from the central or eastern Sudan, where small-scale agri-

cultural communities had long viewed their rulers as sacred and buried them with

various servants and officials. From this complex of influences, the Egyptians cre-

ated something distinct and unique, but that civilization had roots in both Africa

and Southwest Asia.25

Furthermore, once they were established, both Mesopotamia and Egypt car-

ried on extensive long-distance trade. Sumerian merchants had established

seaborne contact with the IndusValley civilization as early as 23oo B.(:.E. Other

trade routes connected it to Anatolia (present-day Turkey), Egypt, lran. and

Afghanistan. DuringAkkadian rule over Mesopotamia, a Sumerian poet described

its capital ofAgade:
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In those days the dwellings ofAgade were filled with gold,
its bright-shining houses were filled with silver,

into its granaries were brought copper, tin, slabs of
lapis lazuli [a blue gemstone], its silos bulged at the sides . . .

its quay where the boats docked were all bustle. . . . "6

All of this and more came from far away.

Egyptian trade likewise exrended far afield. Beyond its involvement with the
Mediterranean and the Middle East, Egyptian trading journeys extended deep into
Africa, including Nubia, south of Egypt in the Nilevalley, and punt, along the East
African coast of Ethiopia and Somalia. one Egyptian official described his return
from an expedition to Nubia: "I came down with three hundred donkeys laden
with incense, ebony, ... panther skins, elephant tusks, throw sticks, and all sorts of
good products.""Twhat most intrigued the very young pharaoh who sent him,
however, was a dancing dwarf that accompanied the expedition back to Egypt.

Along with trade goods went culrural influence from the civilizations of
Mesopotamia and Egypt. Among the smaller societies of the region to feel this influ-
ence were the Hebrews, who had migrated from Mesopotamia to palestine and
Egypt early in their history. Their sacred wrirings, recorded in the old Testament,
showed the influence of Mesopotamia in the "eye for an eye" principle of their legal
system and in the story of a flood that destroyed the world. Unique to the Hebrews,
however, was their emerging awareness of a merciful and single deity, yahweh, who
demanded an ethical life from his people. This conception subsequently achieved
global significance when it was taken over by Christianiry and Islam.

The Phoenicians,who were courmercially active in the Mediterranean basin fiom
their homeland in present-day Lebanon, also were influenced by Mesopotamian civ-
ilizarion. They adopted the Mesopoamian ftttility goddess Ishtar, renaming her
Astarte.They dso adapted the Sumerian cuneiform method ofwriting to a much eas-
ier alphabetic system, which later became the basis for Greek and Latin writing.
Various Indo-European peoples, dispersing probably from north-centralAnatolia, also

Egypt and Nubia
By the fourteenth century
a.c.e., Nubia was a part of an
Egyptian empire. This wall
painting shows Nubian
princes bringing gifts or trib-
ute, including rings and
bags of gold, to Huy, the
Egyptian viceroy of Nubia.
The mural comes from Huy's
tomb. (@ The Trustees of the

British Museum)
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Map33 An Egyptian
Empire
During the New Kingdom
period after r55o B.c.E., Egypt

became for severaI centuries

an empire, extending its
political control southward
into Nubia and northward

into Palestine.

Mediterranean Sea

ARABIA

SAHARA
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incorporated Sumerian deities into their own religions as well as bronze metallurgy
and the wheel into their economies.When their widespread migrations carried them
across much of Eurasia, they took these Sumerian cultural artifacts with them.

Egyptian cultural influence likewise spread in several directions. Nubia, located
to the south ofEgypt in the NileValley, not only traded with its more powerful neigh-
bor but also was subject to periodic military intervention and political control from
Egypt.Skilled Nubian archers were actively recruited for service as mercenaries in
Egyptian armies.They often married Egyptian women and were buried in Egyptian
style. All of this led to the diffirsion of Egyptian culture in Nubia, expressed in
building Egyptian-sryle pyramids, worshipping Egyptian gods and goddesses, and
making use of Egyptian hieroglyphic writing. Despite this cultural borrowing,
Nubia remained a distinct civilization, developing its own alphabetic script, rerain-
ing many of its own gods, developing a major ironworking industry by 5oo n.c.r.,
and asserting its political independence whenever possible. The Nubian kingdom
of Kush, in fact, invaded Egypt in 76o o.c.r. and ruled it for about roo years.

In the Mediterranean basin, clear Egyptian influence is visible in the art of
the Minoan civilization, which emerged on the island of crete about 2joo ts.c.E.
More controversial has been the claim by historian Martin Bernal in a much-
publicized book, Black Athena (rs8z), that ancient Greek culture-its art, religion,
philosophy, and language-drew heavily upon Egyptian as well as Mesopotamian
precedents. His book lit up a passionate debate among scholars.To some of his critics,
Bernal seemed to undermine the originality of Greek civilization by suggesting
that it had Afro-Asian origins. His supporters accused the critics of Eurocentrism.
whatever its outcome, the controversy surrounding Bernal's book served to focus
attention on Egypt's relationship to black Africa and to the world of the Mediter-
ranean basin.

Influence was not a one-way street, however, as Egypt and Mesopotamia like-
wise felt the impact of neighboring peoples. Pastoral peoples, speaking Indo-
European languages and living in what is now southern Russia, had domesticated
the horse by perhaps 4ooo B.c.E. and later learned to tie that powerful animal to
wheeled carts and chariots. This new technology provided a fearsome military
potential that enabled various chariot-driving peoples to temporarily overwhelm
ancient civilizations. Based in Anatolia, the Hittites overran the powerful Babylonian
empire of Mesopotamia in r59j B.c.E. About the same time, another pastoral group
with chariots, the Hyksos, invaded Egypt and ruled it for more than a cenrury
(165o-1535 u.c.r.). But chariot technology was portable, and soon both the
Egyptians and the Mesopotamians incorporated it into their own military forces.
In fact, this powerful military innovarion, together with the knowledge of bronze
metallurgy, spread quickly and widely, reaching china by r2oo B.c.E. There it
enabled the creation of a strong chinese state ruled by the Shang dynasry. All of
these developments provide evidence of at least indirect connections across the
entire Eurasian landmass in ancient times. Even then, no civilization was wholly
isolated from larger patterns ofinteraction.
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In Egypt, the intrusion of the chariot-driving Hyksos shattered the sense of secu-

rity that this NileValley civilization had long enjoyed. It also stimulated the normally

complacent Egyptians to adopt a number of technologies pioneered earlier in Asia,

including the horse-drawn chariot; new kinds of armor, bows, daggers, and swords;

improved methods of spinning and weaving; new musical instruments; and olive and

pomegranate trees. Absorbing these foreigrr innovations, Egyptians expelled the

Hyksos and went on to create their own empire, both in Nubia and in the eastern

Mediterranean regions of Syria and Palestine. By r5oo B.c.E., the previously self-

contained Egypt became for several centuries an imperial state bridging Africa and

Asia, ruling over substantial numbers of non-Egyprian peoples (see Map 3.3). It also

became part of an international political system that included the Babylonian and

laterAssyrian empires of Mesopotamia as well as many other peoples of the region.

Egyptian and Babylonian rulers engaged in regular diplomatic correspondence,

referred to one another as "brother," exchanged gifts, and married their daughters

into one another's families. One Babylonian king complained to an Egyptian

pharaoh that the delegation that had come to take his daughter to Egypt contained

only five carriages.'W'hat would his courtiers say about the daughter of a great ruler

traveling with such a paltry escort?26

Reflections : " Civilization" :
'What's in a'Word?

In examining the cultures of ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, we are worlds away

from life in agricultural villages or Paleolithic camps. Much the same holds for those

of the IndusValley, China, Mesoamerica, and the Andes. Strangely enough, histori-

ans have been somewhat uncertain as to how to refer to these new forms of human

communiry. Following common practice, I have called them "civilizations," but

scholars have reservations about the term for two reasons.The first is its implication

of superiority. In popular usage, "civilization" suggests refined behavior, a "higher"

form of sociery something unreservedly positive.The opposite of "civilized"-
"barbarian,""savage," or "uncivilized"-is normally understood as an insult imply-

ing inferioriry.That, of course, is precisely how the inhabitants of many civilizations

have viewed those outside their own societies, particularly those neighboring peoples

living without the alleged benefit of cities and states.

Modern assessments of the First Civilizations reveal a profound ambiguiry

about these new, larger, and more complex societies. On the one hand, these civi-

lizations have given us inspiring art, profound reflections on the meaning of life,

more productive technologies, increased control over nature, and the art ofwriting-
all of which have been cause for celebration. On the other hand, as anthropologist

Marvin Flarris noted, "[H]uman beings learned for the first time how to bow,

grovel, kneel, and kowtow.""e Massive inequalities, state oppression, slavery, large-

scale warfare, the subordination of women, and epidemic disease also accompanied

the rise of civilization, generating discontent, rebellion, and sometimes the urge to
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escape. This ambiguiry about the character of civilizations has led some historians
to avoid the word, referring to early Egypt, Mesopotamia, and other regions instead
as complex societies, urban-based societies, state-organized societies, or some more
neutral term.

A second reservation about using the term "civilization" derives from its impli-
cation of solidity-the idea that civilizations represent distinct and widely shared
identities with clear boundaries that mark them off from other such units. It is

unlikely, however, that many people living in Mesopotamia, Norte Chico, or
ancient China felt themselves part of a shared culture. Local identities defined by
occupation, clan affiliation, village, ciry or region were surely more important for
most people than those of some larger civilization. At best, members of an edu-
cated upper class who shared a common literary tradition may have felt themselves
part of some more inclusive civilization,but that left out most of the population.
Moreover, unlike modern nations, none of the earlier civilizations had definite
borders. Any identification with that civilization surely faded as distance from its
core region increased. Finally, the line between civilizations and other kinds of
societies is not always clear. Just when does a village or town become a ciry? At
what point does a chiefclom become a state? Scholars continue to argue about
these distinctions.

Given these reservations, should historians discard the notion of civilization?
Maybe so, but this book continues to use it both because it is so deeply embedded
in our way of thinking about the world and because no alternative concept has
achieved widespread usage for making distinctions among different kinds of human
communities.When the term appears in the text, try to keep in mind two points.
First, as used by historians, "civilization" is a purely descriptive term, designating a

particular type of human sociery-one with cities and states-and does not imply
any judgment or assessment, any sense of superiority or inferioriry. Second, it is used
to define broad cultural patterns in particular geographic regions-Mesopotamia,
the Peruvian coast, or china, for example-even though many people living in
those regions may have been more aware of differences and conflicts than of those
commonalities.
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What's the Significance?
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Indus Vatley civilization
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Uruk
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Mohenjo Daro/Harappa

Code of Hammurabi

patriarchy

rise of the state

Epic of Gilgamesh

Egypt: "the gift of the Nite"

Nubia

Hyksos
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Big Picture Questions

r. What distinguished civilizations from other forms of human community?

z. How does the use of the term "civilization" by historians differ from that of popular usage?

How do you use the term?

3. "Civilizations were held together targety by force." Do you agree with this assessment, or

were there other mechanisms of integration as well?

4. ln the development of the First Civilizations, what was gained for humankind, and what

was lost?

Next Steps: For Further StudY

For web sites and addirional Cyrit Atdred, The Egyptians Q998). A brief and up-to-date account from a widely recognized

documents related to this exoeft.
chapter, see Make History at

bedfordstmartins.com/strayer. 
samuel Noah Kramer, History Begins at Sumer b98t). A classic account of sumerian civilization,

fitled with wonderful stories and anecdotes.

David B. O'Connor, Ancient Nubia: Egypt's Rival in Africa \ggt+). An overview of this ancient

African civitization, with lovely iltustrations based on a museum exhibit.

Christopher A. Pool, Olmec Archeology and Early Mesoamerica (zoo). A schotarly and up-to-date

account of the earliest civilization in Mesoamerica.

Lauren Ristvet, ln the Beginning(zoo). Asweeping examination of the early phases of wortd

history, from human evolution to the First Civitizations.

"The Ancient Indus Civilization," http://www.harappa.com/har/haro.htmt. Hundreds of vivid

pictures and several brief essays on the Indus Valley civilization.

The British Museum,'Ancient Egypt," http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/menu.html. An interactive

exploration of Egyptian civilization.
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